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PRECIOUS METALS COMMENTARY  
04/27/16  

The bulls look to control until afternoon Fed alters the trend  

 

OVERNIGHT CHANGES THROUGH 6:05 AM (CT): 
GOLD +4.20, SILVER +21.10, PLATINUM -1.20  

 

OUTSIDE MARKET DEVELOPMENTS: Global equity markets mixed with 
Asian markets minimally weaker and portions of Europe higher. Weakness in 
Apple shares off discouraging earnings pulled many equity markets lower 
overnight. Key economic news overnight came from the UK where 1st quarter GDP showed a gain of only +0.4%. 
The US economic schedule of events kicks off with a weekly reading on MBA mortgage applications. The next 
data window presents March pending home sales that are anticipated to show a noted slowdown from the 3.5% 
month over month gain in February, but those figures are expected to remain in positive territory. The highlight of 
the US session is expected to be the conclusion of an FOMC meeting and post meeting statement. The Fed is 
expected to keep current monetary policy intact.  

 

GOLD / SILVER 
The gold and silvers market continued to impress yesterday with another rejection of a downside breakout. 
Weakness in the Dollar, choppy US economic data and talk of the potential negative global ramifications of a 
British exit from the Euro zone continues to pull in buyers of both gold and silver. In fact, with a well-known market 
player suggesting that a British exit from the Euro zone would be a major financial disaster, gold and silver have 
found fresh life from a safe haven perspective. Nonetheless the Dollar is helping gold and silver forge gains this 
morning but it could take a decline below 94.00 in the June Dollar Index to send gold back to the April highs and 
July silver back to the $17.41 level. Limiting the gold market this morning is reports of an earnings beat by Barrick 
Mining yesterday, as that suggests that mining company has the capacity to expand production ahead. Another 
limiting issue for gold is a report from GFMS of noted slackening of Asian gold demand in the 1st quarter. 
Fortunately for the bull camp, the GFMS demand forecast is backward looking while the gold and silver trade are 
generally looking forward to improved Asian growth ahead. However, it is possible that rising prices discouraged 
demand for gold and silver and that might make recent highs difficult to regain on purely physical demand 
improvement views. We would suggest that gold and silver are destined to discount internal fundamentals in the 
coming trading session, as the direction of outside markets and ultimately US Fed dialogue is likely to mask other 
developments. Overnight gold derivative holdings rose by 1,536 ounces while silver derivative holdings declined 
by 1.34 million ounces. We think gold and silver are vulnerable to the FOMC statement.  
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PLATINUM  
Like gold, platinum prices came under some initial pressure on Tuesday but managed to recover in a manner that 
clearly rejected another retest of the $1,000 level. However, we would suggest that the precious metals markets 
are set to discount internal fundamental developments in favor of currency action and international financial fears 
with the key focus today the direction of gold following the FOMC statement release. While Impala Platinum saw 
its production rise by 17% in the latest quarterly earnings report, the PGM markets just aren't that focused on the 
supply side of the equation. In conclusion, we leave the edge with the bull camp but the looming US Fed meeting 
has to be distinctly dovish to avoid a moderate and needed corrective wave in PGM prices. Critical pivot point 
support in July platinum is seen at $1,008.30 and a similar pivot point support in June palladium is seen down at 
$602.10.  

 

TODAY'S MARKET IDEAS 
Every time the gold and silver markets show signs of correcting, the trade seems to reject the downward tilt. 
Hopefully for the bull camp a general pattern of slow US data points and a pushing back of rate hike timing (at 
least through June) will keep the Dollar in a downward track on its charts. Critical support in June gold moves up 
to $1,243.80 and resistance today is seen rather close-in at $1,251. Similar support in July silver comes in at 
$17.29 and resistance today is seen up at the recent contract high of $17.77.  

 

 

COPPER COMMENTARY  
04/27/16  
The path of least resistance is pointing downward  

 

GENERAL: The copper market waffled around both sides of unchanged on 
Tuesday, but generally favored the downward tilt overnight. Choppy equity 
markets, rising Treasury yields and fears of a hawkish Fed later today, leaves 
copper off-balance. However, weakness in the Dollar and periodic strength in 
the rest of the metals markets provides some cushion to copper prices going 
forward. With a report of sluggish copper product sales from a major global 
copper player yesterday and fresh damage on the charts the bear camp would seem to have an edge. 
Fortunately, ongoing weakness in the Dollar has provided copper with a measure of outside market cushion 
against what has become a short-term negative technical and fundamental setup. In fact, with GFMS pointing to 
sluggish 1st quarter gold demand in Asia, due to rising prices, a lack of definitive declines in LME copper stocks 
and mostly sluggish US scheduled data this week, we think that the bear camp is justified in pushing prices 
downward especially when one considers July copper going into the April highs was a lofty 22 cents a pound 
above the April lows!  
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MARKET IDEAS 
A normal corrective setback in July copper off the April rally projects a possible setback down to $2.2190 with an 
even lower corrective target seen down at $2.1920. In order to turn off the bearish tilt in copper requires a rally 
back above $2.2670 and/or a definitively dovish US Fed statement and press conference later today. Copper is 
very vulnerable to anything hawkish from the Fed today  
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